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Marine Job Planner
Pilot and tugboat availabilities and efficiencies are critical to the timely function of
arriving and departing vessels. Managing these resources effectively so that they are
available when needed or at short notice in a highly volatile operating environment
directly impacts Vessel Turnaround Time, a key measure of port performance.
Marine Job Planner is a web based solution with an intuitive user interface and
represents tasks graphically against current and future time. Marine Job Planner AI
scheduling engine handles sophisticated complex allocations and auto generation of
schedules while allowing users to make minor adjustments by drag-and-drop.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Automate Schedules
marineM’s Job Planner generates pilot, tugs and pilot boat schedules while meeting
resource constraints and vessel service request requirements. The AI based engine matches
the most suitable pilot to a vessel of a certain size that he is licensed to perform. In the
allocation of tugs, the scheduling engine considers various constraints including power
requirements based on the size of vessel.

Receive Live Job Updates
Marine Job Planner receives live updates of every pilotage and towage activity. This allows
for a continuous refinement of pilotage and tug resources planned allocations in the future,
eliminating uninformed pilot and tug delays, misinformation and inefficiencies of manual
planning. Marine Job Planner streamlines the planning, monitoring, execution of pilotage
and towage jobs in the port.

Manage and Lower Cost
In ensuring continual optimal resource allocations, Marine Job Planner helps to manage
both capital investment of high value assets such as tugboats and pilots and operational
costs. When allocating pilots and tugboats for harbour operations, Marine Job Planner
actually considers proximity that result in shortest traveling distances saving fuel and time.

Flexible Constraints Configuration
Marine Job Planner supports the need
to configure individual tugboat and pilot
constraints. The inbuilt AI engine analyses
resource constraints in a real-time basis to
generate the most efficient allocations and
schedules.

Visually Oriented, User Friendly
Click efficiency. User interface built for
planners that need to manage adjustments
by drag and drop. The application provides
statuses of all your jobs in one glance
within the same screen. With just one click,
planners zoom down into a specific job
to inquire more operational details of its
progress.

For more information, please visit www.marinem.com or email us at
enquiries@marinem.com.

Speak to our consultants for a free system assessment.
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